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LEGENDARY

M A ST E R
PIECES

A Wealth
of Treasures
s
Antiquity · Celtr
Kunstkamme

in Stuttgart’s Old Castle

The Old Castle in the heart of Stuttgart is both a place
of legend and a place of history. Once upon a time
the residence of the Dukes of Württemberg, BadenWürttemberg’s largest museum of cultural history now
invites you to take a journey through history. With its
unique exhibits and priceless collections of archaeology,
art, cultural history and folklore, the Württemberg State
Museum is an incomparable treasure trove: it is home
to important testimonials of the cultural heritage of our
region.

Welcome to the
Württemberg State
Museum!

A Wealth of Treasures and
Legendary Master Pieces
These two sections of our exhibition will let you discover
the special highlights of our collections and feel history
coming alive.
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1st
floor

A Wealth of Treasures
Antiquity ⋅ Celts ⋅ Kunstkammer

ANTIQUITY Greek vases, delicate jewellery items, marble
busts and colourful mummy portraits give a comprehensive insight into the world of the advanced civilizations
of the Mediterranean region.
CELTS Rich early Celtic burials with masterpieces of
bronze, iron, silver and gold bear witness to the impressive elite culture of the Iron Age. One of these is the
unique Hochdorf “princely grave”.

Let the treasure hunt begin!
Three world-class collections
showcase European
cultural history ...
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KUNSTKAMMER Over the years, the collecting passion
of the Dukes of Württemberg created a fascinating
“treasure chamber” full of imaginative handcrafted
articles of astounding virtuosity and amazing exotic
treasures.
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Legendary Master Pieces

2nd
floor

Württemberg: a cultural history

Let the journey begin!
Time-travelling through the
history of our region ...
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Enjoy extraordinary encounters on your chronological tour
through seven eras and more than 80,000 years of cultural history: from humankind’s most ancient art works to
Celtic art, from Roman treasures to sacred objects from the
Middle Ages, all the way to the crown jewels of the kings of
Württemberg.
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1st upper floor

2nd upper floor

A Wealth of Treasures

Legendary Master Pieces

The jewels of the collection

Chronological tour

Antiquity ⋅ Celts ⋅ Kunstkammer

Württemberg: a cultural history
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Antiquity
Kunstkammer
Kunstkammer – numismatic cabinet
Celts – Heuneburg
Celts – the Hochdorf “princely grave”
Celts – the Kleinaspergle burial site

» The magnificent Renaissance clocks and the royal vault
in the basement can be accessed from the 1st floor.

You can also experience history and discover our
collections online. Now accessible in our digital catalogue.
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201 Prologue
202 The Stone Age – the early civilizations
202 Bronze transforms Europe
203 Off to new horizons – the Iron Age
203 The Celts – an advancing civilization
204 The “Power” tower
205 Under Roman rule
206 Nations on the march
207 und 208 The Franks are coming!
209 Christian life in the Middle Ages
210
211

The Duchy of Württemberg
Württemberg becomes a kingdom
The “Faith” tower
The “Identities” tower
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Be sure not to miss ...

3rd
floor

History to experience
and to touch
In changing interactive exhibitions the “Young Castle.
The children’s museum in Stuttgart” presents cultural
and historical topics in the context of our region’s
history and of the museum’s collections for children
4 years or older and their families.
l www.junges-schloss.de

One of the most prestigious glass collections in the world
l Glass from four millennia. The Ernesto Wolf glass collection
A treasure trove in the impressive vaulted cellar
l Magnificent clocks of the Renaissance and scientific
instruments
The fascination of historical instruments and enchanting
soundscapes (“House of music” in the “Fruchtkasten”
building)
l Collection of historical music instruments
Special exhibitions
l www.landesmuseum-stuttgart.de/ausstellungen
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»Our Culture.
Our history.«
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Altes Schloss
Schillerplatz 6
70173 Stuttgart

Information and tour bookings
Tel +49 (0)711 89 535 111
info@landesmuseum-stuttgart.de
www.landesmuseum-stuttgart.de

Admission prices incl. audioguide
Adults 5,50 € | Concessions 4,50 €
Groups (15 or more) per Person 4,50 €
Under 18 € 3.50
Children (12 and under) free
“Maxi” family ticket 13,50 € (2 adults + children under 18)
“Mini” family ticket 8 € (1 adult + children under 18)
Combi ticket “Young Castle” 8 €
Combi ticket “Museum of Everyday Culture” at Schloss Waldenbuch
Adults 7,50 €
All tickets also available online

Free admission with our partners
StuttCard

Museums-PASS-Musées

Come to the Württemberg State Museum with
public
transport. Show your public transport ticket for the day of
your visit and pay only the reduced admission fee
Visit us on

Published by: Württemberg State Museum Dr. Heike Scholz,
Susanne Günther, Photo credits: C. Düpper, H. Zwietasch; Landesmuseum Württemberg

Landesmuseum
Württemberg
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